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the story in mariage is fairly uninspired. theres a good starting premise for a story, but theres really no reason to follow it, except that
theres a lot of it. the characters are nothing special, and the ideas are nothing special. theres an hour or so where a serious conflict with
the archdemon is introduced, but there is nothing to really keep players interested in that. the rest of the time is spent with the characters
trying to find their partners, talking about the archdemon, or telling silly stories. for the most part, the story is like a run-of-the-mill anime
story, which is all fine and good. theres no real surprises, and no real major moments, but theres no real bad moments either. mariages
writing is okay, but nothing to get excited about. the characters are all fine, and the art style is unique and pretty impressive, but the
quality of the rest of the game is very lacking. everything from the story to the combat to the controls to the menus to the main menu
music is mediocre, mediocre, and mediocre. the game also tries to be provocative in some areas, and that is not something that works
very well. the adult content is mostly done tastefully, but the game still fails to provide anything noteworthy. the only bright spot is the
great combat system, which is used in a battle that is so engaging that its hard to stop playing. even with the issues, mariage is still the
best of the agarest series, and it does come highly recommended. it may not be a perfect game, but its the best agarest game that pc
gamers can play. the first problem is that its mechanics arent very deep. things like the link attack or the special attacks are represented
by icons on the screen and are pulled off by pressing the right analog stick, but there is no indication of which attack is active or what the
attack will do. the screen is left up to the players imagination to figure out which icon is active and what effect it will have on the
battlefield. players must experiment to learn the system and it doesnt feel like it was designed with this style of game in mind. for
example, if a player hesitates to press the right analog stick at the start of a battle, the enemy ai can be overwhelmed and the battle may
be lost. it takes a lot of trial and error to figure out what the best strategy is and if the player doesnt have that much time, it could be
frustrating.
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